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Brand Essence

Brand Purpose

Emotional Benefit

Functional Benefit

Reasons to Believe

BRAND PYRAMID

Menopause-specific
General Health

Relaxation/Indulgence

Products specific 
to the health and 
wellness needs of 

women 40+

Made with 
all natural 

ingredients

Natural, holistic self-care for women 40+

I feel empowered to 
continue to live my best life

To empower women 
40+ to continue living 

their best lives

Your Best 
Life Made 

Better

CONSUMER TARGET

Enjoying Life, Found their Flo
Happy, active and confident; may be going 
through menopause or pre-menopause; believe 
in holistic wellness and self-care

CONSUMER INSIGHT

I’m not slowing down with age 
– I’m living my best life!

BRAND PERSONALITY

Confident, Positive, Empowering, 
Feminine, Poised, Fun Yet Mature



WHAT ARE WE SELLING?
Natural, holistic self-care for women 

WHO ARE WE TALKING TO?
Middle-aged (40+) women

HOW ARE WE SPECIAL?
We are a brand that represents women with honesty 
and integrity.

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.



WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Because women's lives deserve to be 
celebrated, no matter their age.

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.



You want to be both beautiful and healthy. To welcome change with ease, take 
your beauty with you and thrive in confidence. But perhaps most of all, you 
want to continue to live life to the fullest and never slow down. Because you’re 
empowered by life.

At Life-flo we’re here to help you greet life with open arms. Our natural, 
ingredient-focused products help you feel as healthy as you are beautiful. From 
magnesium to progesterone to collagen, Life-flo looks after your wellness, and 
helps you look and feel your best. Because your best life is still unfolding.

Life-flo

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.



TONE

MOOD

The Life-flo woman is living her best life. She is confident and fun-loving. The 
same can be said of Life-flo’s brand tone. When speaking to our consumers, we 
are optimistic, authentic and honest. We never use backhanded compliments, 
and our messaging makes our consumers feel valued and empowered. We are 
never condescending, prescriptive or patronizing.

Life-flo’s mood is colorful and subject driven. Fluid watercolors lend a sense 
of carefree movement while a jewel-tone color palette and vivacious imagery 
enables subjects to stand out with dignity and confidence. 

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.



PHOTOGRAPHY
Models

Women stand proud in portrait-style photography. They 
appear confident and poised, and espouse enthusiasm 
that comes from feeling empowered by products that 
support their active, evolving lives and their goals. 

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.



*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Texture

Inspired by the Life-flo name, watercolor is used as a 
graphical element. At once dynamic and abstract, this 
element is a representation of the Life-flo woman, one 
who does not abide by conformity or labels; she does 
not fit in a box, but rather follows her own path. 



PHOTOGRAPHY

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

Product 

Products are photographed against watercolor 
backgrounds, imbuing a sense of movement, 
texture and graceful beauty. 
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Our display font, Luxia Regular, a sans-serif didone with elegant flourishes and sharp, sophisticated 
characters, is an ideal representation of Life-flo’s mature, graceful consumers.

Our text font, Sans Source Pro, was chosen for its clean legibility. It offers explicit clarity in short 
settings and a pleasant reading texture in extended settings.
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VALUE EXAMPLES

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

TERTIARY

PALETTE
Inspired by women and Life-flo’s legacy colors, the palette is a collection of colors that communicate 
maturity, empowerment and femininity. Colors are named after gemstones, which derive their natural 
beauty over time, much like our demographic. 

Primary colors are jewel tones of pink, green and blue. Vibrant yet dignified, these colors are an homage 
to energetic women who make no sacrifices in quality natural ingredients to support the wellness they 
seek. 

Secondary colors are a range of blues, pinks and greens. They add versatility to the palette and offer 
continuity to the narrative of feminine health. 

Yellow is our tertiary color. It accents the other colors and adds brightness to the palette.

These are just some of the many 
possibilities for expressing our 
palette. Avoid combining too many 
colors at once and be sure to allow 
plenty of white space in order to 
stand out.

WHITE
QUARTZ
PANTONE 

227
PANTONE 

335
PANTONE 

287

EMERALD TOPAZ

AMETHYST

SAPPHIRETANZANITE

GARNET

TOURMALINE 

AMBER TIGER'S EYE

JADE

PANTONE 
2747

PANTONE 
3298

PANTONE 
110

PANTONE 
117

PANTONE 
2603

PANTONE 
2623

PANTONE 
3305

PANTONE 
281



“Youth is the gift of nature, but age is a work of art.” 
-Stanislaw Jerzy Lec 


